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THE BG NEWS

Thursday, January 15,1987

Bowling Green, Ohio

"Good progress' cited
in hostage situation
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Anglican Church envoy Terry Waite reported "good progress" yesterday in his efforts to free American ana other
foreign hostages in Lebanon and said he was
greatly encouraged by the support expressed for
His mission.
His upbeat remarks came despite failure earlier
yesterday to win an outright pledge of support
from the nation's strongest Shiite Moslem militia
and despite an announcement from Saudi Arabia
that an employee at its embassy was kidnapped in
Moslem west Beirut Monday night.
Eighteen foreigners now are missing in Lebanon - six Americans, six Frenchmen, two Britons, one Italian, one Irishman, one South Korean
and the Saudi Arabian.
Waite advised "foreign correspondents who
want to come to this part of Beirut not to come for
the time being."
Waite said his concern sprang from the abduction Tuesday of French reporter-photographer

Roger Auque, the 13th foreign journalist kidnapped in west Beirut since Moslem militias seized
control from the army in February 1984. Seven
have escaped or have been set free.
"AND I advise Westerners who are still living in
this part of Beirut to take extreme precautions,"
Waite told a news conference.
He spoke after meetings with militia and religious leaders on the third day of his fifth visit to
Beirut.
Waite, personal emissary of Archbishop of
Canterbury Robert Runcie, said he was "greatly
encouraged by the support that has been expressed for my humanitarian mission here. I've
received a great deal of support and understanding."
?
'I ]have every reason to believe that good
progress is being made," Waite said, stressing
that he was "not going to be specific about certain
plans, but there are plans." □ See Waite, page 6.

UAO to feature fewer films
by Judy Immel
staff reporter

BG News/Rob Upton

Climb to the Top

Professor Joseph Buford starts a long trek up the stairs of Hanna Hall late yesterday afternoon on
the way to his office, located on the third floor of the building Buford is the chairman of the
Department of Geography.

Because of the cost of films
and a drop in student attendance, a fewer number of campus films will be shown this
semester by the University Activities Organization.
Lynn Zweidinger, senior scientific communications major
and director of the UAO campus
films committee, said the Monday night film series has been
cancelled and weekend films
will be limited to every other
weekend during the spring semester.
The Lenhart Classic Series,
shown every Thursday at 8 p.m.
in Gish Theater, will not be
affected by the changes, accord-

ing to Zweidinger.
The Monday series, featuring
box office hits from the 1970s
and early 1980s, began as an
experiment during the spring of
1986, she said.
"The series was successful as
far as attracting a good, average number of students, but it
was not as effective as we would
have liked it to be," she said.
A move to a larger room and a
later time in Fall 1986 did not
succeed in attracting more people.
"It (the series) was just not
meeting student needs," she
said. "It didn't seem to be good
timing for the students because
the week was just starting and
students had other things to do."
The weekend films also expe-

rienced a drop in attendance
during the fall semester, so the
format is being changed in the
hope of interesting more students.
"We're changing the focus of
the weekend movies away from
box office hits, although we'll
still show some, like "The Color
Purple,' in February," Zweidinger said.
She said older movies that
appeal to groups or certain
"cults" of people will be shown
instead. Such movies include
"Heavy Metal" and "Spinal
Tap."
The movies will be shown every other weekend to try to
minimize the amount of money
lost last semester.
□ See Movies, page 5

Drug use detected Prof, Soviets study pollution problems
in train accident
by Amanda Stein
staff reporter

WASHINGTON (AP) - Both
crewmen of the Conrail locomotive that ran a stop signal and
slid into the path of a speeding
Amtrak passenger train were
found to have marijuana in their
system at the time of the accident, federal investigators said
yesterday.
One source close to the investigation said the amounts of marijuana in blood and urine
samples taken from the two men
within hours of the Jan. 4 accident near Baltimore were "substantial" and indicated possible
chronic or recent use of the
drug.
It remained uncertain, however, whether the marijuana

was sufficient to have affected
the performance of the engineer
or brakeman at the time of the
accident, said the source, who
asked not to be identified.
The tests on the engineer,
Richard Gates, 32, an 11-year
employee of Conrail, and the
braKeman, Edward Cromwell,
snowed no evidence of alcohol in
either of the men.
Tests on tissue samples of the
Amtrak engineer, who along
with 15 passengers was killed in
the accident, showed no evidence of either alcohol or illegal
drugs, the Federal Railroad Administration said. The tests
were conducted by the Civil Aeromedical Institute in Oklahoma
City.

Relations between the United
States and the Soviet Union may
not be the greatest as far as the
heads of state are concerned,
but scientists in the two countries, including a University professor, are cooperating in an
attempt to H
solve environmental issues that
plague both
nations.
Reginald
Noble, chair
of the department of bio1ogica1
sciences, was rio*le
among 30 American and Soviet
scientists who met in Washington, D.C., in mid-December to
discuss and develop a cooper-

ative work plan on environmental topics for 1987.
Thirty -eight projects were discussed at the meeting, including
the effects of air pollution on
vegetation, of which Noble is the
project leader.
Noble, who is the only representative of higher education
on the U.S. panel, was invited to
serve at this high-level conference by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency. Noble said
he was surprised that he was
chosen.
"It's seldom that project leaders go to these meetings.
Usually, higher officials are the
ones who attend. I think it's
partly because this issue is so
important right now and they
wanted the project leader
there," he said.
The cooperative effort between the two countries began in
1972, and Noble has been a mem-

ber of the U.S. contingent since
1978. He's been its project leader
for the past four years.

"In this treaty-level
agreement, it was agreed that
officials would meet every year
and discuss what happened in
the past year and make plans for
the coming one. Last year the
meeting was held in Moscow,
and it was the first time meetings were held since 1980," Noble said.
He added that political disagreements between the two
countries were a major reason
for the absence of meetings.
In addition to Noble's project,
other issues discussed included
the use of pesticides in the environment, uie protection of marine mammals and the
protection of endangered species.
"Each project was discussed

by representatives from both
countries. And proposed activities for the coming year were
agreed upon," Noble said.
Regarding the issue of the
effect of air pollution on vegetation. Noble said a couple of different projects were agreed
upon.
"We've agreed to intitiate an
intensive research exchange
program. Soviet scientists will
come to the United States and
work with American scientists
for a period of three to four
months and vice versa," he said.
Noble added that the University may be included in future
plans.
"We are planning a symposium to be held in the United
States in 1988. At this point, the
agreement calls for part of that
symposium to be held on the
Bowling Green campus," he
said.

Toledo landfill leaking dangerous PCBs
by Kate Foster
reporter

they became aware of contaminated groundwater seeping into
the river. In October 1986, offiToledo officials are baffled.
cials discovered that the leaking
Water-skiers are concerned.
groundwater contained PCB-laA waste dump is leaking.
den oils.
After three years of study and
"Is Toledo paying for the sins
claims of progress, city officials that Bowling Green could be
say they still have not stopped paying for later on?" asked Don
the 60,000 gallons of waste Moline, administrator of Tolematerial from leaking into the do's Environmental Services
Ottawa River from the Dura Agency. "We're paying for past
Avenue Landfill.
mistakes. We are correcting the
Water-skiing enthusiasts who problem. In fact, we are the first
used the river for 10 years worry city to be taking these corrective
about the health risks posed by actions. There are others (ineffithe chemicals, which include cient dumps) out there."
cancer-causing polychlorinated
According to Larry Sorrells,
biphenyls (PCBs). They stopped director of environmental health
skiing there last summer.
for the Wood County Health DeThe Dura dump, a former partment, the potential exists
marsh in the Toledo area near I- anywhere for the same problem
75 and state Route 25, has been Toledo now faces at Dura. Howclosed to dumping for five years. ever, he said that the likelihood
Twenty years have passed since of companies illegally dumping
the dump stopped accepting haz- hazardous waste in Wood
ardous wastes and more than 10 County is minimal. Sorrells said
years since the dump accepted the University is the city's largClic and commercial waste. est contributor of solid waste.
t city officials are concerned
In the late 1960s, medical reabout what was actually searchers linked PCBs to aildumped at Dura and what ef- ments ranging from skin rashes
fects it is having on the Ottawa to liver cancer and birth defects.
River.
The Dura leakage has
Toledo officials started study- alarmed members of The Glass
ing the Dura site in 1983 when City Water Ski Club, which regu-

larly used a section of the Ottawa River downstream from
the Dura site until last summer.
The club, which used the Ottawa
River between the Suder Street
and Summit Street bridges, has
more than 50 members, 10 of
whom are women.
Carol Wemimont. one of the
club's directors, said four female members have experienced health problems.
"None of us want to be involved in lawsuits, but there is
enough of a coincidence that it
bears some looking into," she
said.
The section of the river that
the skiers used is 3 feet deep,
which accounts for the murky
appearance of the water. PCBs
are made up of molasses-like
compounds and when put into
water, they have a tendency to
sink into the sediment.
Wemimont said that her husband, who is an active member
of the water-ski club, had frequently found abscesses on his
arms after being in the water.
"My husband noticed that
when he stood in the muck for a
period of time his toes had an
eerie glow about them," she
said.
Q See Landfill, page 4.

water ove rtlowmg dike

The above diagram indicates the location of the Dura landfill
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Court ruling a boost
for womens' rights
An attempt by a California savings and loan
company to take away the rights of female
employees was quashed by the U.S. Supreme Court
Tuesday .The issue was pregnancy - the ruling approaches equality.
The company challenged a California law requiring employers to give female workers up to tour
months of unpaid maternity leave and reinstate
them to the same job when they return.
In a 6-3 ruling, the high court upheld the law. Nine
other states, including Ohio, have similar laws.
The ruling bolsters the laws, giving them more
strength because it will be harder For others to
challenge them. Hopefully, it will make legislators
in the nation's other 40 states think about adopting
similar laws.
The laws ensure that women are not punished for
having babies.
It also makes strides for equality of the sexes in
the workplace, since women are the only ones who
could lose their jobs because of pregnancy.
There are 51 million women in the workforce.
Eighty percent are in prime child-bearing years,
and of these, 93 percent will have a child in those
years, according to the (Cleveland) Plain Dealer.
It is ludicrous that such a large number of
workers could lose their jobs because they are
becoming parents.
We realize the burden this ruling places on small
businesses, who must pay higher wages for temporary replacements, while holding the jobs for
women on maternity leave.
But those businesses must realize that holding
jobs for women workers who are on maternity
leave is just another business expense.

Support your local
columnist: by mail
by Mary Menuez
I spent my Christmas break in
Florida, which was luxurious
and very relaxing. In fact, it
might have been a tad too relaxing. I seem to be having more
than the normal amount of problems readjusting to college life.
I haven t even unpacked or
Picked up my gruel coupons. So,
ve been thinking of having a
decompression party. Not just a
small get-together but a huge
and disgusting blowout-type
thing.
Which is no problem. Except
that I can't afford to have a
party of this magnitude. I figured out that the refreshments
alone would be more than $200.
So, I started thinking. I write a
column every week for which I
get no pay and negative
amounts of personal satisfaction. Why not use my column to
get a little personal gain?
They tell me that we have
around 16,000 students at this
university. Add to that a couple
thousand faculty members and
the News has a circulation of
easily 20,000 readers.
Of course, probably no more
than 500 people read my column
in a given week. Still, if each of
those 500 people were to buy one
can of beer and mail it to me, I
would have 500 beers. Which is
enough to have a great party.
But what if each of those people told one of their friends to
send me a beer? That would be
1,000 beers, which is enough to
have probably the best party of
my life. Call me crazy, but
imagine that just 50 more people
heard about my quest.
And imagine that they were
sort of generous and they each
sent me a twelver. Why I'd have
16,000 beers, which is one beer
for every student at this university. They would probably fill
my whole room.
If you're still reading, you're
probably wondering, "Why

should I send Mary a beer in the
mail?" Well, I see several obvious reasons.
First, there's the challenge of
the idea. If every student on
campus sent me a beer, it would
be the greatest group effort in
the history of this University. It
would make the snake dance
look like a joke.
If you don't like challenges,
then consider the humor of the
project. Imagine the campus
mail office flooded with singles,
Old Milwaukee, Miller, Heineken, all addressed to me.
It wouldn't take long for the
little old ladies who work there
to give in to temptation. The
campus mail workers would be
drunk off their butts and anarchy would abound. Thousands of
copies of Hustler would flood
Olscamp's office. Think about it.
Other than that, I guess you
have no reason to send me a
beer. To be perfectly honest, I
am the one who benefits from
this project. I receive lots of
mail and I get to have a great
party.
On the other hand, you, the
reader, are out of at least one
beer and the price you paid for
it. There's also the time investment involved in addressing and
mailing the beer. In fact, it's a
pretty rotten deal.
So here's what I'll do. If you
believe this project will work
and would like to help drink the
results, send your name and
Cne number along with one
r to me, care of Prout Hall. I
will draw one winner who is
eligible to come and drink themselves into oblivion.
In conclusion I would like to
assure you how serious I am
about this project. I am not
kidding. I believe that as a
group, we are more than capable ot joining together to achieve
a goaf. Especially if the goal is
something we believe in. I'll be
waiting by my mailbox.
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Talk with Olscamp informative
by Jared O. Wadley
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the University
Activities Organization and University President Paul Olscamp
for sponsoring the breakfast I
attended last semester.
I was selected as one of several students to have breakfast at
the president's home. Not only
did I have an opportunity to ask
him questions about the University, but this meeting gave me a
chance to see how he fives.
When I first received the invitation, I was a little bit surprised
because I have always wanted to
meet the president just to see
what he is like. The invitation
was like an early Christmas gift.
I was also surprised because
the invitation requested the attendance of an off-campus student. I don't think a resident of
Founders Quad would be considered an off-campus student. But
who am I to refuse a golden
opportunity to speak with the
president?
On the morning of the breakfast, I was feeling out of it. It
was Monday, and I usually
didn't get up until 10:00 a.m. for
my political science class. Yet I
was determined to go to the
breakfast. Who knows - it could
have been the first and only time
that I would get a chance like
this.
Remembering that this would

be a breakfast with the president, I made sure that I wore a
nice shirt and tie. By this time, I
had to pick up the pace because
the van that would take the
students to the president's house
was to arrive in front of the
University Union at 8:15.
I arrived at the Union a few
minutes early and saw two students dressed up standing out
front. I assumed that they were
also going to the breakfast. Then
I thought it would only be three
or four students attending the
breakfast. When the van came
to the Union, a few more students arrived.
During the ride to the president's house, I thought about
what kind of house he lives in. I
assumed it would be a large,
white house with a swimming
pool. But my thoughts were broken several times by my growling stomach begging for eggs,
toast, bacon and orange juice.
My picture of the president's
home was correct. His large
house is at the end of a dead end
street in a quiet neighborhood.
There were several cars parked
in the front of the house, so I
thought it was going to be a
large buffet breakfast with 20 or
more people.
Mrs. Olscamp greeted us at
the door, but she didn't stay for
the breakfast. Everyone went
into the dining room to join the
president. Along the way, we
saw antiques throughout the
house. President Olscamp told
us that he purchased some of

them at auctions.
The dining table was covered
with fruit dishes and silverware.
Mary Edmonds, vice president
of student affairs, was seated at
the table alone with a reporter
and photographer from The BG
News.
Once everyone was seated, a
gentleman dressed in black
pants, white shirt and black tie
entered the room with croissants and rolls. I was a little
shocked when he came in because I never thought the president would have servants
working for him. But I think if I
made more than $100,000 a year,
I would probably have one too.
I looked around the room to
see what kind of people the Olscamps are. I saw an extensive
record collection, more antiques
and a model airplane of the Red
Baron hanging from the ceiling.
The model was given to the
Olscamps as a wedding gift.
During breakfast, students
had a chance to ask the president questions. We talked about
many things ranging from computers to parking.
We also talked about the OffCampus Student Center. President Olscamp praised the work
done by the volunteers at the
center. He also made a
statement that volunteering
would be a good chance to meet
girls. I'm not defending what he
said, but I think everyone present knew he didn't mean for it
to be taken seriously. In fact, his
statement broke some of the

tension in the room.
After breakfast, President
Olscamp took us through his
home. The tour was highlighted
by a visit from Pooth, the Olscamps' Bellanesse cat that loves
to rub against people.
So what is the point of this
column? Actually, I have two
points. The first is that it is a
good idea to have these breakfasts with the president. In fact,
more should be planned because
they are a good way for students
to talk with the president in a
warm surrounding.
The second point of this column is to encourage those who
aren't chosen for the breakfast,
who are the majority of students
here, to contact the president on
their own.
I'm sure everyone has one or
two gripes about the University,
so why not tell the president
about it? If you don't have a
gripe, I know you have questions
that you want him to answer:
What does he do everyday? How
successful were those trips he
took? Does he watch the twotime Emmy Award winning
show The Young and the Restless? Is he a Cleveland
Browns/Cavaliers fan?
The only way to find out the
answer to these questions is to
go to his office in McFall Center
or by calling him. Who knows,
you might learn something.
Wadley is a sophomore news/editorial journalism major
from Toledo.

Respond
77)e BG News is your campus
forum.
Letters and columns should be
typewritten, double-spaced and
signed. Your address and phone
number must be included.
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Letters may not be signed by
more than two people.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous
and all submissions are subject
to condensation.
Please address submissions

to:

Editorial Editor
The BG News
214 West Hall
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Immigration a mixed blessing
Sensible legislation needed to maintain the 'Land of Opportunity'
by Paul Simon
"We're getting too many
Asians in our country," someone
said to me after a recent town
meeting.
Not too many years ago I
heard the same thing about Cubans,
Whatever the group, throughout our history there have always been complaints about
"others" coming in.
Benjamin Franklin, usually
wise but sometimes - like all of
us - badly mistaken, in 1751
complained about German immigration which "will shortly be
so numerous as to Germanize
us." He complained that these
new immigrants "swarm into
our settlements, and, by herding
together, establish their language and manners to the exclusion of ours."

done, and will do, the same, as is
the case with Cuban-Americans.
This does not mean that we
can simply open our doors. The
number of immigrants has to be
limited. If we were to open our
doors with no limits, we would
be flooded with people, unable to
meet their needs, and would do
great harm to our economy.
The biggest immigration
problem has been illegal immigration. Until passage of the
new immigration law, we had
the impossible situation of making it illegal for workers (primarily from Mexico) to come
into this country to work, but it
was perfectly legal for employers to hire them.

By this contradiction in our
laws we created a magnet, and
that as caused problems and has
caused many people in this
country illegally to be almost
defenseless against an employer
who wanted to exploit and abuse
them. If the employees complained, they would be deported.
Each new wave of immigrants
has turned out eventually to be a
great asset to the nation.
That will continue to be the
case.
Yes, often the parents will
have a real struggle to get by.
But usually their children and
grandchildren mesh into the
American scene well and have
much less of a struggle.

In early Illinois history there
were many complaints about the
German and Irish immigrants.
Today no one needs to be told
what the German and Irish immigrants have contributed to
this country.
And Asian-Americans have

Simon, a U.S. senator, is a
member of the US Senate's Subcommittee on Immigration and
Refugee Policy.
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

The $270 worth of student belongings missing from the Falcon Plaza Motel, 1450 E.
Wooster St., were being stored
at the students' request in a
conference room, which had an
improperly-latched door,
according to Tom Baer, Falcon
Plaza manager. That information was incorrectly reported in
yesterday's News.

That continues to be what
most people around the world
think when they consider the
United States.
And it is true.
Your neighbor who can barely
speak English may have sons
and daughters who will be university presidents and senators
and civic leaders. That is the
history of our nation.
It's a proud historv.

THE AMERICAS
CUP....
DON'T LEAVE
AUSTRALIA
WITHOUT IT.

More than a century ago Boston Mayor Theodore Lyman
called the Irish "a race that will
never be infused into our own,
but on the contrary will always
remain distinct and hostile."
No mayor of Boston would say
that today!

Correction

Arkansas has on its license
plates: "Land of Opporunity."
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USG encourages
student response
by Trida Courtney
staff reporter

Two construction workers guide a roof support bear

place as work on the Woodland Mall progresses.

BG News/Pete Fellman

City seeks to annex mall site
by Greg Connel
staff reporter

The wheels of the city's bureaucracy are turning toward
the possible annexation of the
building site of Woodland Mall.
Rich Ketzenbarger, a city
Eburning technician, said the
uilders of the mall originally
wanted to build within the city
limits. They had an option on
two adjoining parcels of land
along state Route 25, one of
which was zoned for commercial use. The other was zoned for
industrial use.

When the Bowling Green City
Council denied the petition to
rezone the industrial parcel, the
builders began construction on a
parcel of land across Route 25
from the original site, in Center
Township.
"The mall builders then petitioned the county commissioner's office Oct. 21 to get the land
annexed into the Bowling Green
city limits in order to get sewage
and water service from the
city," he said.
The petition will be discussed
at a hearing next Wednesday.
The meeting will be held at 10

a.m. at the county commissioner's office on the fifth floor of the
county office building. If approved by the county commissioner's office, the proposal will
then go to city council, Ketzenbarger said.
"Once City Council gets it they
can rule on it outright or pass it
to the planning commission, who
would then report back to the
council with a recommendation
for or against it," he said.
The planning commission announced at a meeting last night
that its "general sense" is that

The City Council will also
make an informal recommendation to the county commissioner's office at the City Council
meeting Jan. 20, which will be
held at 8 p.m., in the council
chambers at 304 N. Church St.
The council's opinion of the proposal will be made public at that
time, he said.
Ketzenbarger said annexation
of the land would bring additional jobs and income tax revenues to the city.
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the proposal will be approved.

From South Africa to Student
Express, this semester Undergraduate Student Government
will be facing the big and the
small issues that affect students
at the University.
First, however, there are four
openings that need to be filled
due to conflicts in the former
members' schedules. USG is
looking for two At Large representatives, a representative
for the Offenhauer-Prout district, and an off-campus representative.
Jeff Slater, senior marketing
information services major and
USG vice president, said, "We
really need input from the students."
USG's most recent efforts to
increase student response includes the distribution of "Action-Reaction" boxes to eU
cafeterias on campus.
Slater said the boxes will give
students an opportunity to express their opinions or complaints about the University and
other issues that may affect
them.
Slater realizes that a number
of the complaints will be less
than serious, but he said, "Every now and then, gags can
become real issues."
USG President Kelly McCoy
said students can also partici-

FREE DELIVERY
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♦ AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
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Call Toll Free: 1-800-6-BAHAMA

pate in USG by attending the
meetings in McFall Center on
Monday nights at 7, by attending
their Hall Council meetings, or
just by stopping by the USG
office in Room 405 of the Student
Services Building.
She said USG will be gauging
student reaction to certain issues through surveys.
In response to the possible
discontinuation of Student Express, a local bus service, USG
will be taking a student opinion
survey on the service's value
and whether it should be expanded.
USG will also be making an
effort to inform the students and
get their reactions to other
Broader issues through forums.
"USG will be attempting to
find out how the students feel
about the money the Bowling
Green State University Foundation is investing in companies in
South Africa. We want to schedule an upcoming forum to give
students Doth sides of the issue,"
McCoy said.
Last semester, McCoy cosponsored a resolution which
required a divestment of the
money. The resolution did not
pass, so it is being re-introduced
this semester in a similar bill.
Both McCoy and Slater hope
students use these opportunities
to make the University administrators more aware and receptive to their problems.

Large 2 Item Pizza
1*5.95
*4.95

DELIVERED
In-House

Cal^52-355Hor Bo^in^^eerVsQuality Pjzzc

EXPERIENCE the fun and
adventure of...

SCUBA DIVING
• Training Sponsored by the National Association of Underwater
Instructors (NAUI)
• Fee Includes All Supplies, Equipment Usage, and Air Fills
• Optional Florida Trip For Certification
Sign-Ups Jan. 12-16,8am-5pm
SRC Main Office

Class Time: Jan. 20, April 21
Tues. & Thurs. evenings 7-1 Opm

Swimming Skills Required

Sign up NOW!

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a vear. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Now accepting scholarship applications.

All majors may apply.
For all of the details, call 2-2476
or stop by Room 151, Memorial Hall
and ask for Captain Dave Wolf,
Scholarship Coordinator.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Thursday
Only $5.00 for a
12" pizza with pepperom. double cheese
and extra thick crust

can us.

1616 E. Wooster
Phone 352 1539

Hours:
11:00 am • 2am Sun-Wed
11:00 am 3am Thur - Sat
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00
Limited delivery area.
1986 Dommos P\zia Inc
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Landfill still affecting Ottawa River

D Continued from page 1.

The danger of PCBs lies In the fact that they are
nearly indestructible. Permanent disposal of the
chemical is expensive.
According, to city officials, the northeasterly
winds off Lake Erie cause the Ottawa River to rise
far enough to wash into the Dura site and pull
waste products, including PCBs, from the dump.
Officials said 60,000 gallons of contaminated
groundwater are being sucked into the river each
day. Of that, they estimate one to 10 gallons are
PCB-laden oils.
The root of the problem, however, is not solely
atmospheric. Rather, lack of waste disposal regulation prior to the late 1960s, coupled with environmental ignorance, resulted in a dump which is
prone to leakage and could be a gold mine of
hazardous chemicals.
Tom Hoover, operations manager for Toledo,
said landfills were an unknown method of waste
disposal until the late 1960s and early 1970s.
The Dura site can by no means be considered a
landfill," he said. "It doesn't follow the regulations set forth by the EPA. It is a dump."
Environmental Protection Agency regulations
include specific procedures for ensuring the safe
containment of wastes. Hoover said the Dura
dump never has complied with these regulations
and still fails to do so.
He said the existing earthen dike at Dura, which
separates the dump from the river, does not fit
any EPA standard because such criteria were
non-existent when people and industries began
dumping at the site. The dike fronts the river for
about 2,300 feet.
Moline said that a clay outer wall that would
cover the dike could serve as a more efficient
safeguard against leaking. City officials said they
are hoping for such a structure by mid-1967.
Moline explained that when the landfill began
operating in the 1950s, environmental scientists
were unaware of the dangers of certain waste
chemicals.
"Before the early to mid-1970s, there was no
such animal as hazardous wastes. It was there,
but there were no definitions," he said. "To
understand their way of thinking back then, you

have toput yourself in a time warp."
The Environmental Services Agency has been
monitoring the rivers in Toledo since 1962. In 1963,
one of the chemists said that Dura was leaking,
most likely through the dike, and the chemists had
detected water quality problems. However, nothing was done to stop the leakage.
Since industrial waste was not viewed as a
threat to the environment, there was no need for
structural or dumping regulation of waste sites.
As a result, between 1952 and 1968, industrial
wastes which contained hazardous constituents
and whose presence and dangers were unknown
were dumped at Dura.

— Tom Hoover, operations manager, city of Toledo
PCBs are highly carcinogenic chemicals that
are used as a coolant in electrical transformers.
Prior to the mid-1960s, PCBs were the safe and
simple solution to a variety of industrial problems. They also were found in paints, waxes,
lubricating oils and cosmetics.
City officials have determined that the leaking
PCBs at Dura pose no threat to Toledo's drinking
water. Raw water is pumped from an intake crib
in Lake Erie about 12 miles east of the Dura site to
a treatment plant before being sent to consumers.
Hoover confirmed that the dilution factor between Dura and the intake crib is so high that the
PCBs will not pose any danger to the drinking
water.
City officials contradict themselves on their own
assessment of the extent of the pollution in the
Ottawa River versus the general public's impression of the cleanliness of the river.
Moline said the river has been tested for water
safety since 1963 and the water quality standards
for human contact have been met in the portion of
the river that the club uses. At the same time,
Moline said th? Ottawa River is heavily polluted.

PEG White Water Rafting

Mandatory Meeting
Thurs., Jan. 22
7:00 pm
118 Eppler Center

said, explaining that club members never consid
ered that there might be a danger to the river.
Moline stressed that discovery of the Dura PCB
leakage did not happen overnight.
"It looks like we suddenly stumbled upon something. We got a lot of negative prees," he said.
Even though the city knew of the leaking contaminated groundwater in 1963, it took three years
to discover the water contained PCBs. During
those three years, the focus of the study centered
on the structural problems of the dump. Specifically, these problems include an inefficient cov:ring and large gullies.
Hull Consulting, a civil engineering firm based
in Toledo, was hired in the summer of 1964 to
examine the Dura dump and the Stickney dump,
which is across the river.
Moline emphasized that Hull has completed the
project's first phase, which cost $44,000, and was
released to the public in 1986.
"(Phase One) was the off-on switch of the
study-do we or don't we have a problem at
Dura?" Moline said. The study concluded that

♦ ♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦t
f♦^ ♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦RUSH

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

N.E. COMMONS
THURSDAY JAN. 15
7:30 - 9:30
WHY:
TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
BG's GREEK SYSTEM
•ALL FRATERNITIES WILL BE REPRESENTED
-OR-

The first step toward safely containing the
wastes at the Dura dump is expected to be
completed in about six months. In the meantime,
the Dura dump continues to leak contaminated
waste into the Ottawa River while members of the
Glass City Water Ski Club wait to see if, in the long
run, they will be victims of an unregulated dump.

352-5133
520 S. Maple Bowling Gr.en, OH

PARTY

with Mwatabu Okantah
Afro-American Cultural Center
Cleveland State University

with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

7:30 pm Tonight
Ohio Suite, Union
Sponsored by Black Student Union
Graduate Student Senate
Peace Coalition
Caribbean Association

Hoover said once companies or individuals have
been firmly linked to Dura they will be notified
and encouraged to share the cost of cleaning the
site to avoid a lawsuit.

* Courtesy cars available while we
work on yours
• Foreign car radiators Available

♦:♦
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"Superfund is more like a penalty than a favor,"
Hoover said. "If the federal government steps in,
they charge a penalty. We are trying to avoid that
at all costs."
A task force is examining the records of the
activities at the dump prior to 1975 and is attempting to determine the parties that may have contributed to the present PCBs at the Dura site.
"We're going through city, health and EPA
records that go back 30 years," said Hoover,
chairman of the task force. "We can't even be
sure if (Dura) was monitored at all."

ESTABLISHED 19^jp-~

(GEOFF) 372-8331

.♦.

"We will choose the most environmentally
sound and economically reasonable alternative/'
Moline said. "It is obvious that if you are having
something coming out of a dump that has accepted hazardous wastes in the past, you have
have to make sure it is stopped."
Moline estimated the cost of Phase Two between
$1 million and $12.5 million. The city will fund the
cleanup of the waste. Hoover explained that the
city is not depending on Supertund, a federal
program set up in 1960 that pays for hazardous
waste cleanup.

Our sale is for 365^1ays
a year on all Radiators

WHERE:
WHEN:

QUESTIONS: CALL 372-2846

there is a problem at the Dura dump, but not at
Stickney.
In Phase Two of the study, the Hull engineers
will devise a method of effectively closing off the
Dura dump. Engineers are in the process of
digging 40-foot wells into the dump to extract the
PCB-laden oils and detect other potentially hazardous waste material.

BG RADIATOR

INFORMATION
NIGHT

♦

In Remembrance of Dr. King's Birthday
The Legacy of Martin Luther King Jr.

**S

"Any signs of warning that were posted were up
the river, not between Suder ana Summit. We
were not familiar with the problem," Wernimont

"The Dura site can by no means be considered a landfill.. .It
doesn't follow the regulations set forth by the EPA. It is a
dump."

School of HPER

R. Coniber, 372-8249

According to Wernimont, Moline announced at a
public forum in October 1986 after the PCBs were
discovered at the dump that the Ottawa River is
and has been unsafe for human contact. She said
that she and club members were unaware of
danger until that announcement.
"Our club members range from high school
graduates to lawyers," she said. "Do you think
that if we had known that the river was unsafe that
we would have swum in it? We are intelligent

YOU DRIVE (IO IHE PARTY)

WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)
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Poet speaks on King
Birthday observed with lecture, march
by Kay Fisher

staff reporter
In observance of Martin Luther King's birthday, Mwatabu Okantah, an activist and poet
from Cleveland State University, will be speaking to students and the public on the legacy of
King today and Friday.
Tonight, Okantah will speak in the Ohio Suite
of the University Union at 7:30, and 10 a.m.
Friday at United Christian Fellowship, 313
ThurstinSt.
Okantah, a well-known poet and cultural
speaker in Cleveland, teaches creative writing
at Cleveland State University. This is the first
time that Okantah has spoken at the University,
according to Errol Lam, faculty adviser of the

Black Student Union and the Caribbean Student
Association.
"He is a very active man and is a lover of
books, music and poetry," Lam said. "He
should be of great interest to many of the
students on campus."
Five University organizations are co-sponsoring the observance of King's birth, including the
Black Student Union, Graduate Student Senate,
and the African People's Association.
According to Lam, the Friday morning lecture will include a rap session with students, as
well as poetry readings.
The Black Student Union is also sponsoring a
march across campus as part of the observance. The march will begin at 2:30 p.m. today
at the Student Services Building.

Churchill's
Welcomes You Back

Telephones target of thefts
Recently, some people have
been letting their fingers do the
walking, but not through the
yellow pages.
They have been walking off
with University telephones.
Several University telephones
have been reported stolen or
vandalized, according to the Department of Public Safety.

the thefts, considering the large
number of telephones on campus. He added that the number
of incidents has been relatively
minimal.
Mazine Allen, coordinator of
Telecommunications Services,
said there are approximately
7,000 campus telephones. She
said it costs $40 to $45 to replace
the telephones, not including
installation fees if they are damaged.

Director of Public Safety BUI
Bess said he isn't alarmed about

"I hope people think twice
before taking the telephones,"

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

Allen said. "Those who need to
use the phones won't have access to them, especially the critical phones in elevators and
lobbies."
Bess said a few ways to prevent telephone theft is by removing them or by locking them up
at night. He said campus police
have suggested to faculty members that they lock their phones.
"Staff members and students
should realize that University
telephones can be objects of
theft," he said. "Any suspicious
activity should be reported."

• Free Membership
• Over 1300 selections
j

err-

Pepsi

Movies
U Continued from page 1.
"When only 200-400 people
show up for a movie that cost
$900 to rent, we can't cover our
costs," she said.
Other costs include projection
rental and a wage for the projectionist.
UAO rents the movies from
three film companies that cater
to campus films. Recent movies
cost $600-$1000. according to
Zweidinger.
"The more popular movies
cost more, and we can't predict

how big of an audience we'll
draw," she said.
Zweidinger said some of the
reasons for decreased attendance include easy access to
video cassette recorders and
tapes and cable TV channels
that show movies. She said that
if cable TV is available to students in residence halls next
year, campus films could be
hurt even more.
"Horror films and comedies
are popular with the students,"
she said. "But the timing of

$2.99

"Gone With the Wind," the
first weekend movie of the semester, will be shown Jan. 23
and 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the Eva
Marie Saint Theater. The midnight movie will be "A Clockwork Orange."
Admission is $1.50 with University I.D.

Guess who's playing doctor?

~*i

■SEP

12 pk.

when we show a movie is very
important in terms of how big of
an audience we'll have."
In the future, the film committee hopes to go back to showing
movies every weekend.

I

Cain's
Potato Chips
1 lb.

$1.79

Doritos
16 oz.

$2.09
Vernor's

Bounty

7-up, Diet 7-up
2 litre

Towels

99*

69*

Prego

Campbell

Spaghetti Sauce
32 oz.

vam/rt0

$1.59

Horriestgle

Homestyle
Vegetable, Chicken
Noodle & Beef Noodle

8

Noodle

.

2/$1.00

Parkay
Margarine
l lb.

Miracle
Whip

lUchardFryor
is in

32 oz.

$1.79

2/S1.00
Totino's
Pizza
all varieties

99*
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fitab DISC

Vance criticizes arms deal

902 E. WOOSTER NEXT TO T.O.'s PHONE: 352-3951
OPEN MON thru WED 9 to 9 THURS & FRI 9 to 10 SAT 10 to 8 SUNDAY 11 to 6

SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS
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Milk
2% Gallon
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BREAD
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COKE
DIET COKE
CHERRY COKE
SPRITE

16oz.

SALE PRICES END 1-22-87

WE CASH BGSU PAYROLL CHECKS!
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WET-N-WILD
COSMETICS

3.99

TAMPAX

• LIPSTICKS
• NAIL POLISH

40 Count
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100 tab

BAUSH & LOMB
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. ICE BLUE
30 CT
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ASPIRIN
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DR. WEST'S
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THE WHO
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CHICAGO
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NASA studies escape system
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - NASA engineers have
concluded that the only practical way for astronauts to escape
from the space shuttle in an
emergency would be to use
small rockets that would yank
them out a side hatch and let
them parachute to Earth.
The method would work only
under certain circumstances,
and would not have helped the
crew of Challenger. But it would
give astronauts in the future "a
chance where there is none
now," a NASA official said, and
the astronauts corps has en-

dorsed the concept.
It has been presented to shuttle chief Richard Truly, but
NASA leaders have not given
their approval. A decision is
expected by March.
Bill Chandler, the Johnson
Space Center engineer who directed the escape study, said it
could be installed for the resumption of shuttle flights, now
set tor February 1988. The estimated cost: about $50 million.
NASA's plans for an astronaut
escape have always called for
them to ditch the shuttle in the
ocean. Experts now believe
ditching would provide little

chance for the crew to survive,
Chandler said.
CHANDLER SAID a parachute system is practical only
when the shuttle is in controlled,
gliding flight below 20,000 feet.
At other times, he said, it is
traveling too fast or too high.
Challenger's seven crew
members died when the spacecraft broke up while two solid
rockets and the shuttle's three
main engines were firing.
Chandler said a parachute
system could provide a safe
escape if the spacecraft fails to
reach orbit and is unable to glide
to a runway landing site.

holding foreign hostages in
Lebanon.

which a U.S. Navy man was
killed at Beirut airport.
Haidar, who heads Amal's
Politburo, said Amal lost enthusiasm in helping rescue
kidnapped Americans because the Reagan administration "punished Lebanon as
a state and as a people" instead of the TWA hijackers.
Haidar recounted Amal's
efforts that helped free remaining American hostages
aboard the plane and said
Reagan "wasn't fair" in imposing the sanctions later.

Waite
U Continued from page 1.

"WE CONDEMN kidnappings," Haidar said upon
Waite's arrival. "I advise foreigners not to walk on the
streets a lot. We as Lebanese
have to take precautions in
this country."

Haidar's office was surrounded by sandbags. Waite
arrived wearing a bulletproof
vest.
There was no word yet
whether Waite had established contact with any group

After the meeting, Haidar
berated President Reagan for
imposing aviation sanctions
on Lebanon after a TWA aircraft hijacking in 1985 during

REWARD $1,000

COLLECT
YOURSELF
Kinko's Professor Publishing: Low cost
reproduction of supplementary class
materials including notes, diagrams,
reading selections, homework problems,
and lecture synopses; copied and bound
for individual student use.
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The Great American
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Housing Openings for Fall 1987
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1-800-PLATERS.

Enjoy Good Living in '87 with
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POP TARTS

For information on how you can
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HI-LIGHTERS
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You could also WIN an all expense
paid trip to the Bahamas.$1,000
cash ..round-trip airfare to Hawaii lor
two.$5,000 in cash.
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O
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HIGH GRADE

II you do. you could WIN $1,000 on
the spot in an exciting new game ol
cunning, strategy and skill coming
to your campus soon.
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113 BK Railroad St.
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This Man?

Gather yourself together at Kinko's.
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BATTERIES

IN ANOTHER development, a private American source in the contra aid network, declining to
be named publicly, told The Associated Press that
Elliott Abrams, assistant secretary of state for
inter-American affairs, along with North and the
CIA officer in charge of the Nicaraguan rebels,
comprised "a triad" who made all key decisions
on tie contras.

(and others)

GREAT MUSIC
TO GO
ALL 'A' CODE ALBUMS
ALL *B' CODE ALBUMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

"To be blunt, this great nation - if it is to remain
worthy of global leadership -cannot again manage its foreign relations as an amateur," said
Vance, leadoff witness for a series of Senate
Foreign Relations Committee hearings on the

Silicies behind clandestine Iran arms deal and the
version of some proceeds to the contras.
Vance questioned the stated rationale behind
the arms initiative-a concern about possible
Soviet encroachment into the strategically vital
Persian Gulf area. Such a possibility has always
existed, he said. Vance also said that such a move
is unlikely at a time when the Soviet Union's chief
priorities are modernizing its economy and solving domestic social problems.

NASAL DECONGESTANT

100 TABLETS

SHAMPOO

While sources in and out of government said the
State Department's chief official on Central
America nad worked closely with then-White
House aide Oliver North in controlling what the
administration says was private military aid for
Nicaraguan contras, Vance questioned the rationale for the arms sales.

Waite began his day with a
40-minute, closed-door session with retired Col. Akef
Haidar, second-in-command
of Justice Minister Nabih
Bern's Shiite Amal militia.

d VITAMIN C

CREST TOOTHPASTE

WASHINGTON (AP) - Former Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance said yesterday the Reagan
administration's decision to secretly sell arms to
Iran was an expensive blunder that cost the
United States the trust of its allies.

1.09

Features of Apts:

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

2 bedroom — carpeted & furnished
Gas heof — gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
lots ol closet space
1 '/> bath

Special Features
All residents will be granted membership to the Hearth Spa. A new facility which has
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been built lectures the following:
• Hydro Spo Whirlpool

• Sun Lamps

• Shower Massoge

• Indoor Heated Pool

• Meios Sauna

• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment
■:■:

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

s
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News Briefs
Aquino nominated for Nobel
OSLO, Norway (AP) Philippines President Corazon Aquino has been nominated as a Nobel Peace Prize
candidate this year by Liv
Aasen, deputy leader of the
13-member Foreign Affairs
Committee in the Norwegian
Storting, or parliament.
"Cory Aquino has accomplished a revolution by peaceful means. The Peace Prize
would strengthen her in the
work of carrying out peaceful
reforms in her homeland,"
Aasen wrote to the Norwegian Nobel Committee.

The Nobel Committee does
not announce names of proposed candidates, but they
are sometimes leaked by
those who nominate.
Grenville Janner, a British
Parliament member, said in
November he had nominated
Irish rock singer Bob Geldof,
mastermind of the Band Aid
famine relief campaign for
Africa. The 1986 prize was
awarded to author and holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel.
Jakob Sverdrup, the Nobel
Committee secretary, said
few nominations have been
received so far.

Busboy charged with arson
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(AP) - A Dupont Plaza Hotel
busboy was charged yesterday with helping a maintenance worker start the New
Year's Eve fire that killed 96
people at the luxury hotel.
Armando Jimenez Rivera,
a 28-year-old bar busboy, was
arrested Tuesday and arraigned yesterday on a
charge of arson in U.S. District Court. He was accused of
helping Hector Escudero

Aponte, 35, set fire to the
hotel.
Jimenez Rivera provided
Sterno-type fuel that Escudero Aponte placed on a pile
of new furniture stacked
along a wall of the hotel's
south ballroom, a federal
complaint alleged.
Both longtime hotel employees were in custody on
arson charges as investigators of the fire indicated more
arrests could follow.

Agency supports pro-choice
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
opening of an abortion rights
agency^ Cincinnati office
brought out anti-abortion protesters, but is intended as a
lasting show of support for
the "pro-choice" movement,
backers said.
"We wanted to support the
pro-choice community here,"
said Debi Jackson, Cincinnati
coordinator for the National
Abortion Rights Action

League. "Our agenda is to
keep abortions safe and legal''
About two dozen anti-abortion pickets turned out Tuesday night for the opening
ceremonies at the pro-abortion agency's office. But the
protest failed to interrupt the
opening celebration, which
attracted representatives
from the National Organization for Women, Planned Parenthood and the Religious
Coalition for Abortion Rights.

Court rules on housing law
Tenants allowed private lawsuits against housing authorities
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's 3 million tenants of low-income public housing
projects have the right to sue over alleged
violations of federal housing law, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.
By a 5-4 vote in a case from Roanoke, Va.,
the court said tenants do not have to rely on
the federal Department of Housing and
Urban Development to enforce housing laws
against local public housing authorities.
Hie decision thus opens the federal courthouse door to the 3 million tenants who live
in 1.2 millionpublic housing units owned by
more than 3,000 local public housing authorities.
Justice Byron White wrote for the court
that nothing in federal law bars private
enforcement lawsuits.
"There have been both congressional and
agency actions indicating that enforcement
authority is not centralized and that private

The return of the red candies that melt in your mouth
but not in your hand was
prompted by a national out-

cry that included thousands
of letters to the manufacturer
and the formation of college
campus societies, a spokesman for M&M-Mars said yesterday.
A few stores already have
them in stock, but most won't
carry them until February.
About 20 percent of the 100
million M&Ms made each day
will be red, the company said.

THE LAWSUIT, contending that public
housing tenants are entitled to "reasonable
utilities" as part of their rent, said surcharges for electric power were barred by a
1969 federal law imposing a ceiling for
project rents.
The suit alleged that over a two-year
period $113,114 had been extracted from
public housing tenants "in surcharges that
were manifestly in defiance of HUD regulations."
Lower courts ruled that federal law bars
the lawsuit. Yesterday's decision reversed
those rulings.
Joining White were Justices William

Brennan, Thurgood Marshall, Harry Blackmun and John Paul Stevens.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist and Justices Sandra Day O'Connor, Lewis Powell
and Antonin Scaua dissented.
In other decisions, the court:
- Cleared the way, by a unanimous vote,
for national banks to establish discount
securities brokerage outlets wherever they
want.
- Used a case from Boulder, Colo., to give
police officers more leeway to search the
vehicles of arrested suspects without first
obtaining court warrants. The vote was 7-2.
- Bowed out of an important confrontation
between President Reagan and Congress
over the so-called presidential pocket veto.
The justices, 6-2, said the case is moot
because the basis for the controversy - a
1963 bill linking military aid to El Salvador
with human rights progress - is no longer in
effect.

Pentagon proposes 1988 budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon is asking Congress for
an estimated $25 billion for classified programs, much of it
going for radar-evading Stealth
weapons and other high-tech
projects, an analysis of the proposed fiscal 1988 defense budget
shows.
The estimate is based on information provided by Pentagon
and congressional officials who
spoke on condition of anonymity, along with analyses by the
private Center for Defense Information, which often is critical of Reagan administration
defense proposals, and the Defense Budget Project, which
seeks to inform the public about
Pentagon spending.
Their studies snow that pro-

Red M&Ms back in the pack
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) -Red
M&Ms, banished 11 years ago
because of misplaced concern
over food dyes, are once
again taking their rightful
place among the tan, brown,
yellow, orange and green.

actions were anticipated," White said.
The Roanoke Redevelopment and Housing
Authority was sued in 1962 by a group of
public housing tenants who said they unlawfully were required to pay extra for electricity.

posed spending for classified
programs is rising, but the rate
of increase is dropping in line
with smaller increases reSnested in the public portions of
le $312 billion defense budget.
The $25 billion sought for the
fiscal year starting Oct. 1 compares with a classified budget of
about $23 bUlion in the current
fiscal year for so-called "black"
programs.
Those totals include some but
not all the money appropriated
by Congress for intelligence activities by the Central Intelligence Agency and other
agencies. The rest of the CIA's
money is cloaked in the approCnations for other agencies; the
ital CIA budget is not revealed.
CLASSIFIED PORTIONS of

the defense budget are debated
by committees behind closed
doors, but not on the Senate and
House floors. Members of Congress are given classified briefings if they ask for them.
The $312 billion President
Reagan is seeking in defense
spending authority amounts to
an increase of 3 percent after
inflation. That is the smallest
Eercentage increase requested
y Reagan during his presidency.
The increase in the classified
budget has also dropped somewhat, said Gordon Adams of the
Defense Budget Project. "In
general, the black budget as a
share of the overall defense budget seems to be leveling off," he
said.

Senators who oversee the classified budget disagree on
whether too much information is
kept from the public.
The Air Force has at least
$12.5 billion worth of classified
programs, according to the
sources and analyses. Many of
them are identified in public
budget documents only by code
names such as "Project Leo,"
"Bernie" or "Tacit Rainbow."
The disproportionate amount
given the Air Force reflects the
reliance on that service upon
high technology such as Stealth
and its involvement in surveillance systems. The Stealth program uses exotic materials and
unusual designs to make planes
and missiles difficult to detect
by radar.
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Fellowship of
Christian Students
Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.
THURSDAY 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union

TWO LARGE
PIZZAS

January Clearance Sale
Save 20%-50%

"with everything"
10 toppings for only

on selected items
Watches, Rings, Pendants,
Giftware, Christmas Ornaments.
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Sports
Vikings look to run past BG
by Ron Fritz
editor

pressure for 40 minutes, running
fastbreak basketball."
Mackey said several BG players impress him.
Junior guard Anthony Robinson, averaging 12.5 points a
game, senior guard Frank
Booker (15.1) and sophomore
forward Lamon Pippin (10.5)
are players to be reckoned with,
according to Mackey.
But Mackey's biggest concern
is Anderson Arena. And he's not
worried about the floor,
scoreboard or hoops.
"I'm worried about Bowling
Green's record at home," he
said.
Following a 71-62 loss at Canisius Tuesday, the Falcons are 67 overall, but still undefeated in
front of the home crowd.
Both coaches said they expect
an exciting basketball game.
"It should be a lot of fun,"
Mackey said. "We won't bore
anyone with our style of play."
Larranaga said he's counting
on a nice crowd to keep BG's
home-winning streak alive.
"There are going to be some
exciting players to watch," Larranaga said. "I hope the fans,
especially the students, come
out to the game. They'll see an
exciting ball game."

" Everybody has heard of his
'run-and-stun' pressure
defense and fastbreak
offense."

Last season, Cleveland State
rose from obscurity to become
the "Cinderella" team of the
NCAA basketball tournament,
reaching the Sweet 16 before
being sunk by Navy.
However, this season the Vikings can't wear the glass slipper. They are a bonafide choice
to win the Association of MidContinent Universities and another trip to the NCAA tourney.
CSU is off to a 9-2 start, including Monday's 95-87 win over
Florida A & M. The Vikings will
invade Anderson Arena, where
the Falcons are 5-0, tonight at 8.
"Cleveland State is a very fine
basketball team," said Bowling
Green head coach Jim Larranaga. "They had an awful lot of
success at the NCAA tournament last season and received
national recognition. They are
enjoying a fine season again this
year."

— BG coach Jim Larranaga

Part of the reason for the
success of CSU is head coach
Kevin Mackey. In four years,
Mackey has compiled a 73-30
record with the Vikings. The
team's style of play has gar-

nered a wealth of media attention.
"I think the Kevin Mackey
style is well-documented," Larranaga said. "Everybody has
heard of his 'run-and-stun pressure defense and fastbreak offense."

points a game, scored a seasonhigh 31 points against Florida A

THE EMERGENCE of CSU
sophomore guard Ken "Mouse"
McFadden into the national
spotlight has also brought attention to the Vikings' basketball
program.
McFadden will be featured in
an upcoming issue of Sports
Illustrated and he was selected
by Basketball Weekly as one of
the nation's top 75 college basketball players. He is averaging
20.7 points a game this season.
Senior forward Clinton Ransey, who is averaging over 18

To stop the Vikings, Larranaga said he doesn't plan any
changes in BG's defensive
scheme.
"We won't change our style,"
he said. "But we've had the
most success in our halfcourt
man-to-man defense."
Like Larranaga, Mackey isn't
one to change his style. The
Vikings will run-and-stun" the
entire contest.
"WE DON'T change toomuch,
I might make some adjustments," Mackey said. "WeTl

"Ransey and McFadden are
two terrific college players enjoying fine seasons," Larranaga
said. "They are two of the top
three scorers in their league."

Miami, Wright State begin drug tests
thing for the 1987-88 year."
Wright State disclosed its plan
Tuesday after radio reports
were broadcast about the decision.
"I don't mind the exposure,"
said Wright State President Dr.
Paige Mulhollan, "but I find it
amusing in some ways because
we're late in the game. There
are at last count 120 Division I
schools that have mandatory
drug testing."
Wright State will move its
athletic teams to Division I status next season.
The testing procedure for its
200 athletes, plus coaches, trainers and team managers, will be
the standard urinalysis. Mulhol-

DAYTON (AP) - Wright State
University has announced plans
to begin mandatory drug testing
of athletes and its athletic staff,
probably in February.
Miami University in Oxford
also is instituting a mandatory
drug testing program for all
athletes, coaches and athletic
department personnel, said Athletic Director Dick Shrider.
There is no such program at
the University of Dayton, but
Athletic Director and Vice President Tom Frericks said the
school soon will have one.
"We will drug test," Frericks
said, "but probably not this
year. We'll probably have some-

r

Hunting for
off-campus housing?

lan said coaches were included
"because coaches are role models for the students and are
directly related to students in a
very close and personal way."
when the program is implemented, drug tests will be administered at the start of the
school year in September. Then
there will be random testing
done four or five times throughout the year. This year, all will
be tested in February.
Mulhollan stressed that
Wright State's program will be
"educational and remedial and
not punitive."
For example, if a person tests
positive twice, there is no punishment involved. A third posi-

tive test can result in
suspension, but it is not mandatory. A fourth violation will result in suspension.
Costs for the testing will be
borne by the athletic department unless the costs become
larger than expected, Cusack
said. Trainer Tony Ortiz said the
cost will be $17 per person for
the initial test. If a person tests
positive - and simple drugs such
as No-Doz and antihistamines
can cause a person to test positive - the second test will cost
$75.
Miami started a drug awareness program two years ago,
and has decided to take it a step
further.
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leers' Ysebaert
scoring leader
Falcon
Notes

HOCKEY: Bowling Green
center Paul Ysebeart now
shares the nation's scoring
lead along with Michigan
State's Mitch Messier. They
have both notched 58 points in
26 games for a 2.23 average.
Ysebaert, who has registered an assist in a schoolrecord 12 consecutive games,
has scored 17 goals and 41
assists to pace the Falcons in
their 21-4-1 campaign this
season.
□ O □ D

Coe

BG's power play has improved to the 30 percent mark
this season after going 8-for13 last week against Miami.
Left wing Don Barber led
the onslaught with a BG record-tying three power play
goals in one game in Saturday's match. In the last eight
games, the Falcons have converted on 24-of-47 man-advantage situations for a 51.1
percent average.

□ □ □ □
CCHA STANDINGS
Mich. State (22-4-1 )19-3-0 38
B. Green (21-4-1) 154-131
L. Super. (14-10-1) 134-127
Ill.-Chieago (12-11-1) 10-9-1
W. Mich. (13-13) 10-12-0 20
Ohio State (11-14-1)7-12-115
Ferris State (11-17)7-15414
Michigan (8-18)
7-15414
9. Miami (6-21)
6-16-012
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

D D D Q

MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Four Mid-American Conference teams, including Bowling Green, are unbeaten at
home so far this season.
The Falcons remain unbeaten at Anderson Arena
with a 5-0 mark going into
tonight's game against ClevelandState.
Central Michigan possesses
a 7-0 record at Rose Arena,
Ohio has a 6-0 mark at Convocation Center and Kent State

D c a D
BG guard Frank Booker
ranks in the top ten in several
MAC categories.
Booker is second in the conference in free throw percentage (84 percent), fifth in
three-point field goals made
per game (1.83), eighth in
scoring/game (15.3) and
ninth in steals/game (1.50).
Forward Steve Martenet is
third in free throw percentage (83 percent) and forward
Anthony Robinson is 16th in
scoring/game (12.1).
D I
MAC STANDINGS
1. Kent State (9-4)
Central Michigan (8-5)
3. Ohio (8-51
4. Toledo (8-6)
Bowling Green (6-7)
6. Miami (7-6)
Ball State (54)
Western Michigan (44)
9. Eastern Michigan (4-9)

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Forward Stephanie Coe
cruised over the the 1,000
mark for career points with
. ' See Notes page 10.
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IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE

Housing Openings
••• Available Immediately •••

One 2 bedroom
furnished apartment
$270/mo.

Check the values at

R.E. Property Management
Bl 5 352-9302

• Efficiencies
• 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom
furnished and unfurnished
apartments available
• 12 convenient locations

Visit us today and secure
your apartment home for fall!

plus gas and electric

All residents will be granted the
privilege ot using the Cherry wood
Health Spa located on 8th and High St.

SATURDAY

ORGANIZATIONAL—MEETING—

Wed. January 21
8:00 pm
In th»
Lanhart Grand Ballroom
University Union

i

44

Tired of doing the
same old thing?
Join UAO. Gain valuable
experience and organizational
skills. Make friends and
have lun.

3-1
3-1
2-1
2-2
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
14

:■=:

352-1195

505CloughSt.

Ysebaert

remains perfect at Memorial
Gym with a 6-0 mark.
On the downside, BG is 0-7
on the road.

DAYS

I

UPCOMING
CAMPUS
FILMS
January
-Gone with
the Wind
-Clockwork
Orange
-The Fly

February
TheCoior
Purple
- A Soldier's
Story
-HghNloon

UPDATE

L

3rd Floor, Union
372-2343

"You're not quoting
me!" -Kites.

\MPS

12953 KRAMER RO
- B G -

8
BG'S LARGEST
ANO MOST
COMPLETE
IM>ORT
FACILITY

I
I

352-7031

13

BENTLEY'S SALOON

HAPPY
HOURS
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FROM 4-9 ENJOY SPECIAL
DRINKS AT SPECIAL PRICES
FEATURING OUR FAMOUS
SIP N DIP!
JMcm

MAR.21-29
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K€V UJ6ST
$289
Sign-up
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URO Office
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o
1550 E. Wooster

352-5211
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BG hockey success begins with recruiting
by Matt Winkeljohn
assistant sports editor

Mention the Bowling Green hockey
team and chances are most people, at
least in Bowling Green, think of wins,
losses and championships. When the
Falcons win, fans credit the skills and
knowledge of the players and coaches.
When they lose, suspecting fingers
usually point the same direction.
Yet, the same people may not stop
and think about the fact recruiting
makes it all possible.
Even the most knowledgeable and
skilled coaching staff in the world will
have problems winning without a talented group of athletes.
No artist can mold a masterpiece
from muddy clay.
Assistant coach Wayne Wilson said
the process begins with a simple evaluation.
"The first thing we look at is exactly

"You go out as often as possible, you
meet a lot of people, make a lot of
contacts, get to be friends with a lot
of coaches.
— BG assistant Wayne Wilson
who is going to graduate. We look at
our senior class and who's on grant
(The hockey team has 20 full grant-inaid scholarships, one is split between
two players), Wilson said. "If we're
losing five seniors, that's what we'll
probably go after.
"Sometimes, if we lose five positions,
we replace four of them and go after a
tremendous kid. We might have an
excess at on position, but you want to
go after the very best players."
SENIOR DEFENSEMEN Tom Pratt
and Todd Flichel, forwards Iain Dun-

HELP. . .

ONE SMALL F0LD0VER AT REGULAR PRICE,
GET 2 CANS OF PEPSI FREE W/ COUPON
836 S. MAIN

352-8408

THE NCAA allows a recruit to make
five different paid visits to universities,
but a player can make only one paid
visit to a specific university.
Wilson said at least one coach makes
a recruiting trip each week between
Labor Day and the end of the school
year. Buddy Powers was in Boston

yesterday on such a trip. Even head
coach Jerry York travels on Sundays to
watch games in nearby sections of
Canada.
The recruiting/scouting trips include
everything from drives to Windsor to
seven-hour (and longer) flights to British Columbia.
In addition to trips, Wilson agreed
the staff will call anywhere from 20 to
50 athletes in a given recruiting year.
Because many of the hockey players
come from the furthest stretches of
Canada, Phil Goldstein, Associate Director of Financial Affairs in the athletic department, estimates each
hockey player costs "three to four
times as much to recruit" than the
typical BG athlete.
Beyond the cost of phone calls (Wilson said 10 was a good number of calls
made to a recruit) lie the costs of visits
and recruiting trips.
D See Recruiting, page 10.

ANEW YEAR'S
RESOLUTION.

US FILL THIS SPACE. THE BG NEWS NEEDS
VOLUNTEER WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.
BECOME A PART OF WOOD COUNTY'S LARGEST
MORNING NEWSPAPER. INTERESTED STUDENTS
SHOULD ATTEND AN ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING THIS SUNDAY AT 8 pm. IN 210 WEST
HALL.

PIZZA
BROTHERS, inc.

can, Rob Urban and Mike Natyshak all
finish their BG careers this spring.
Goalie Gary Kruzich will also be gone.
The next step in the recruiting process centers of ihe pressing of flesh and
the scuffing of boot leather.
"You go out as often as possible, you
meet a lot of people, make a lot of
contacts, get to be friends with a lot of
coaches. We watch a lot of tournaments. I watched a midget tournment
over Christmas. Those are 16-year
olds," Wilson said. "They'll be eligible
next year so we got a jump on things."

Wilson said the coaches gain their
initial tips several different ways.
"Former players and former parents
watch their local teams and call us.
Some of the leagues put together scouting reports and we get them. Terry's
(Flanagan) brother is the coach of the
best team in its league and that
helps."
Flanagan coaches the Stratford Cullitons of the Midwestern Junior B
League. The "Stratford Connection"
has helped provide BG with current
Falcons Nelson Emerson, Kevin Dahl,
Marc Potvin, Chad Arthur and Steve
Dickinson.
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FREE DELIVERY

"I will enjoy
great food and great savings at

wow

Resume Express
Provided only by

^wTji™***
copy

»

©1987 Wendy's. All Rights Reserved.

Fast and Professional

Resumes
Starting at $23.60

(includes Typesetting, 25 copies on paper of your choice.
30 matching blank sheets, & 30 matching envelopes)

Choose from 16 different
paper stocks & over 14
different type styles.

FREE BIG CLASSIC
WHEN YOU BUY
A BIG CLASSIC

T

$1.79
GARDEN SPOT™
SALAD BAR

1

(It's thicker, heartier
and zestier.)

Valid only at participating
Wendy's. Please present coupon
when ordering. One coupon per
customer per visit. Not valid
with any other offers. Tax extra
where applicable. Offer expires
January 25, 1987.

Valid only at participating
Wendy's. Please present coupon
when ordering. One coupon per
customer per visit. Not valid
with any other offers. Cheese
and tax extra where applicable.
Offer expires January 25,
1987.

NEW 69$ CHILI

1

Valid only at participating
Wendy's. Please present coupon
when ordering. One coupon per
customer per visit. Not valid
with any other offers. Cheese
and tax extra where applicable.
Offer expires January 25,
1987.

On Campus Representative:
Contact:
Scott Simpson
812 OfFcnhauer West
Bowling Green, OH 43403
(419)372-6609
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Cleveland signs ex-Rocket
Antonio in 1984, but his highlights also
include hitting the final basket ofthe 1986
The Cleveland Cavaliers Tuesday an- championship series against Boston as Celnounced the signing of guard Craig Ehlo to tic fans were swarming the court.
a 10-day contract.
Ehlo was signed just prior to Tuesday's The Cavs signed Ehlo to replace rookie
game with Detroit and was in uniform lor Mark Price who underwent an emergency
the contest. The 6-foot-7 Washington State appendectomy last weekend. Price was
Eroduct has played with Houston since 1983, released from the hospital Tuesday but is
ut was cut before this season. In limited expected to miss at least a week.
career playing action, Ehlo averaged 2.4 Houston may regret cutting Ehlo, as
Mitchell Wiggins and Lewis Lloyd were
points per game.
His career high is 14 points against San suspended by the league office for drug use.
from staff and wire report*

Ehlo

Recruiting

Notes
Q Continued from page 8.
her 22 point performance last
week against Akron. The senior
entered the Zips' game with 988
points and now possesses 1,048
markers after 26 and 12 point
games against Eastern Michigan and Toledo, respectively.
She is the fourth Falcon to
break the mark. Chris Tuttle
(1,420) and Melissa Chase
(1,223) are the only two former
Falcons ahead of Coe.

D Continued from page 9.
GOLDSTEIN SAID the average cost of a hockey recruit's
trip to the University (including
transportation, hotel, and
meals) is $500. This does not
include those athletes who bring
parents. Anywhere from five to
15 recruits might visit BG during a season.
In essence, the coaches sell
Bowling Green and its hockey
program.
They are picky about the buyers.
"Jerry, himself, as a coach,
has a good reputation every-

where. I think he is a strong
selling point," Wilson said. "We
compete against bigger schools,
we have a nice arena, our proximity allows a lot of parents to
come down for games and the
University has a solid academic
reputation.
'"Their potential for improvement, their checking ability, their skating and all that is a
part of it, but a Kid's personality
is a large part of it as well. I
think that s another selling
point. I think Bowling Green has
6ood players, good personalies, good kids and a good program."

Classifieds
CAMPUS a CITY EVENTS
"CAMPUS FILMS''
IramUAO
•Thursday. Jen. 22 WHAT'S UP DOC?
Olid Film Theatre. S:00 pm-FREEl
•Frt.-Set Jan. 23 t 24
GONE WITH THE WIND
En Mart* Salnl Ttveetra, 7:30 pm, SI SO
'Midnight Movie-Jan. 21 1 24
A CLOCKWORK ORANGE
Eva Mail* Saint Thealre. SI.SO

BG Newa meeting l<x volunteers-writers and
ohorographera--every Sunday 8 p m . 210
Weal Hall For further information cell
372 2603

NOTICE TO ALL BGSU EMPLOYEES
The new W-4 forms lor 1967 era now available
m the Payroi Omce You wf be receiving one m
your January paycheck; however, any student
on the biweekly payroi aril need to come to
Payroi and pick their form up If you have any
questions about fang thai form out. ptease con
tact your own tax advtaor. or your local IRS Office The Payroi Office can not advise you ALL
employees must complete 8 new W-4 form by
September 30. 1987 If we do not receive a
new W-4 form, we are required lo change your
fax status automartcaty to single and one exemption, which could result m your overpaying
federal incometaxes for 1987

PERSONALS

Delivery Personnel
Apply DiBenedettoe
Sub Me Quick
1 5 Monday - Friday
No cats [

There wi be a Martin Luther King. Jr interview
shown on Channel 7 via doaed drcurt TV on
Thursday. 1-15-87 Impacahons of the Montgomery Bus boycott are macuaied

ATHLETIC BAND!
REHEARSAL - FRI - 1-16

MEETING OF THE FANTASTY AND
WARGAMING SOCIETY WILL K HELD AT
1:00 P.M. FRI . JAN. 16 IN THE 2ND FLOOR
LOUNGE OF THE STUDENT SERVICES
WILDING ENTER AT SECOND FLOOR
LEVEL.
PITZ

3 30 - 1012 - MMAC

RIDES
Ride needed to Indiana University- Anytime11
W» fletp pay for gaa Please contact ma at
3725895 ask lor Wendy

PI22A
BROTHERS, inc.

•ATTENTION ALL ELEMENTARY ED
MAJORSHave you or your peers excelled in your field
this past semester? If so, submit your nomine
hons for EESAB EXCELLENCE AWARDS in
529 Ed Winners notified and awards
presented Jan 26th'
Brathaua
Friday Afternoon
Happy Hours 3-9

11TEM FAMILY DEEP DISH $9.99
WITH COUPON

<$C**fafe>

FREE DELIVERY

352-8408

(A********************* ***

INTERNATIONALLY *
*
FAMOUS
*
*

Annual
Fall - Winter
SALE
30 - 70% OFF

*

+
*
*
*
*
*
*
»

DAYTON, OHIO
TOLEDO, OHIO
Salem Mall
Portside Marketplace
*
*
Dayton Mall
Franklin Park Mall
**************************************

Hoppv Hours Doily 6-9
Fri S Sot 3-9

See your fovorite sport
on our 7 ft screen TV

Browns Beer Rvailablc

.Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days in advance bv 4 o r,i

Welcome Bock
Students!

Darby Slrtna
Ccngralutationa on your KKQ-SAE ENGAGEMENT to Greg We are ao happy for you Doth'
You two make a lanlaatic couple'
Love, your Kappa Sisters

Dear Small Sarah.
I'm looking lorwarrj to the expreseo and capuc
dno with Long Lee and Amazon Amey Hope
you are too
Apartment love and mine.
Gigantic Ginny

Delta Gammas congratulate Jane Kayser on hv
Delta Gamma-Pni Kappa Tau tavasering to Gary
Resamg from Miami University'

RUSH
PHI KAPPA PSI
AT GRAND BALLROOM TONITE

DESPERATELY SEEKJNQin
A tomato roomate for spring semester, location
1510 Ctough SI. University vsstge Apart
rnents Please contact Tamara DeWlrt al
1-474-1821

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fraternity I

Mare needed lo share apartment $150-month
NoutHtiea 3540842

Ruth the Kappa Sigma Fraternity

Roommate needed to ahare 2 bedroom apt
•rith male Grad atudent. S200 mo unities md
Cal 354-2721 before 2 pm for into

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fraternity
Rush the Kappa Sigma Fraternity'

Wanted Male roommate non-smoking. S125
per month, low unities 353 1828 after 10 00

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fralemtlyl

p.m.

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fralemrtyl

HELP WANTED
Rush the Kappa Sigma Fralemrtyl

Delta Gammas welcome transfer student. Wendy Hetrlck to BG' We're glad to have you
aboard'

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fralemrtyl

GRADUATING STUDENT"
Begin your semester right! Attend our Job Hunting Workshops (9 30 am). Resume Writing
Workshops (10 30 am) and Interviewing
Techniques Workahopa 11 30 p m I al al
SUPER START SATURDAV. Saturday. January
17 m Lenhart Ballroom. University Union Sponsored by University Placement Services

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fralemrtyl

Intramural Men's Besketbal Entries due January
20. In 108 Rec Center by 4 00 p m
Join our ranks
Apply lor an RA job today
LOOK OUT PHI'S
IT HAPPENS NEXT WEEK...
"PHI MO INSPIRATION WEEK ••?"
LOVE. YOUR EAGERLY AWAITING
PHI MU SISTERS

LoraFlah
Congratulations on your Intramural Cabinet
position on the Panheaemc Council We know
you'I do a great rob'
Love, your Kappa Sisters

Melissa Punkett
Congratulations on your Alcohol Awareness
cabinet position on the Panheeenlc Council We
are ao proud ot you
Love, your Kappa Sisters

Open Doors Key Into opportunities Apply for
an R A (ob today
PAIGi THOMASONWoerl Wa can't believe HI We wish you the
beat ot tuck In your marriage to Terry! Conoratulatkmsll We'll all be thinking ol you on
your special day Saturday.
Lota ol Ion,
Tour Slalars ol Alpha XI

PARTY ANIMALS to organUe Spring Break
vacation to Florida a Caribbean Earn FREE trip
a cash Cal ua now al 1 800-237 8308 days
or (004) 441-8087 coeect eves
ROB TOPOIESRI
HAPPT 21 ST BIRTHDAY
I hope you have a
very apodal day
I LOVE YOU ALWAVS a FOREVER
KATHY

, The BG News >s no) responsible for postal service delays)

Rush the Kappa Sigma Fraternity

Spring 1M7 Mans Fraternity Rush begins
tonight with a Rush Information Night from
1 30-8 30 In the Northeast Commoni Be
aura and visit Hie KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity
tonight We hope to aae you there.

Spring H87 Mans Fraternity Rush begins
lontlht arlth a Ruth Information Ntghl from
7 30-8:30 In the Northeast Commons Be
sure and starl the KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity
tonight. We hope to sea you there.

We're looking lor e fraternity, eororrty or large
atudent organization that would eke lo make
$500$ l OOO- lor a one-week long on-campua
marketing protect Group muat be organized
and hardworking
Call Andrew al
800 592-2121

SPRINQFEST 67 MEETINO-TUES., JAN. SO
COURTROOM. 4th ft. Stu Services. 4 30
ALL INTERESTED STUDENTS WELCOME
Support BOBCAT hockey Order a Piseneso s
12 men puza One for S3 50. 2 lor S6 50 3
for $9 00 Pick up 1-23 10 am -12 pm
BGHS cafeteria Cal 352-3021- days or
3S2-S624 altar 6
The Office of Residential Services Invites •)
quejrhed people to apply for R A robs
The swters ot Phi Mu
Would like lo welcome everyone back and wish
you al the beat ol luck this semester'
WANTED Students to serve as R A s lor me
1987-88 school year Appry today
Wendy Muster
Congratulations on your Kappa Kappa GemmaKappa Stg lavaaering to Rtek Woodruff Your
Kappa Sisters are sooo excited lor you'
Winter Coats 1 Jackets
35-50*4 OFF
Jeans N Ttanga -531 Ridge

WANTED
'Male Needed' to tublease apt. for spring
tame star, f 75 par mornh-fumlahed-close to
campus Safety deposit and January rant
paid. Call 352-2963 tor Information; ask lor
Pattl.
1 lemete roommate needed
Immediately to ahare an
apartment dose to campus 353-3319

$
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Phone #

Name
.
Address
_
Social Security # or Account t

6

no
shampoo

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish il to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in Dold type)

PERM
SPECIAL

ARCADE SHOOTING. GALLERY TEN SHOTS
FOR A DIME. TABLE MODEL OR WITH LEGS
A GOOD WAY TO MAKE EXTRA MONEY FOR
YOUR SORORITY-FRATEHNITY-DORM.
JUST PLAIN FUN! AFTER 6:30 P.M.,
352-3041.
MPtary overcoats, fietd jackets, and service
lackets. Very warm and inexpensive
353-0321

FOR RENT

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments & Houaea
Office Hours 10am-5pm
or by appointment
Located at 316 E Merry No 3
For more info or eatings
Phone 352 7365 anytime
Aleo summer rentals
1 lemate needed to sublease one bedroom
apartment January and May rent paid Cal
Tracy at 363-7004
FOR RENT: One male roommate needed for
spring semester Big two bedroom apatment
completely furnished wfth air conditioning,
heat and hot water. Price for entire spring
semester le »6afl - St SO security deposit will
take MOO -11 SO aaeurtty deposit Located In
Campua Manor Apartments For further Inter
aUon can collect at 216-388-7810 ask
Keith or leave message at 219-84 2-8581

MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
FREE: heat, gas, and 1 months rent
AIR CONDITIONED Close to campus
353-2035

25 on

$'

short
hair

(regular $10)

352-2566

1983 Mercury Lynx Hatchback
AM-FM Cassette with anlena boost
52.000 mesa Price negotiable 372-2972

Houaea; 1 A 2 bedroom lurnajhed apta lor
summer & 1987-88 school year. S 8 V Rentals
352-7454

Coupon must be presented (\j$5i)

(For billing purposes only)

FOR SALE

Houses 8 Apia dose to campua for Summer
1987 and 1987 88 school year 1-287-3341

HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

Make hundreds weekly mating circulars' No
Quotas' Limits' Rush serf addressed stamped
envelope Am-Mar 256 Robertson Dept P5
Beverty Haas, CA 90211
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA
Project Manager needed
FREE vacation plus SS$
1 800 237 2061

PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals

The BG News reserves the right to release the names o' individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ot this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

Experienced stable help wanted in Perryeburg
Sundays. 8-5 S3 35 an hour Cat John
1-874-4241

Spring 1B87 Mans Fraternity Rush begins
tonight with a Rush Information Night from
J 30-9 30 In the Northaaet Commoni Be
aura and start the KAPPA SIGMA Fraternity
tonight. Wa hope to see you there.

RATES: per ad are 65' per Une. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad tor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible tor error due to dleQitMity or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately it there is an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible for typographical
errors m classified ads 'or more than two consecutive insertions

AIRLINES CRUISE LINES HIRING i
Summer Career' Good Pay. Travel
Cal lor Guide Cassette. Newsservice1
(9161 944-4444 Ext 2

YeUow House

^^TacoBell

Male roommate needed lor spring semester
Onry $ 136-month Al expenses paid Cloae to
campua Cal 353-6114
Need female student to til house n
Avaaable now Phono 352-7365
Need one mass to subtaaaa University visage
apartment lor Spring semester Cal 353 2045
Newly carpeted 2 bdrm acts Heel furneshed
Avertable now 352-3446
ONE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBLET
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS (BEHIND
DEXTER'SI IF INTERESTED CALL 362-2814
OR 372 1195
Two bedroom unit, private parking acroaa from
campus 362 5111 IOS

DEPARTMENT OF GERMAN, RUSSIAN
AND EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES
Classification in which you with your ad lo tppaar:
Wanted
Campus a City E«»nts#
_
Lost a Found
_
Help Wanted
Rides
For Sale
For Rant
Services Otftred
_
Personals
'CwnpualClty Event ads are published Irae ot charge lor one dey lor a nonprolit event or meeting only
Dates ol insertion

Total number of days to appear

Mail to (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

NEW COURSES - SPRING 1987
Taught in English - Mo prerequisites - Sections open
JAPANESE 4*30 - JAJ>ANESE LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION
Section 2243, 6-9 p.m. W, Dr. Hoover
142 Shatzel Hall
CHINESE 480 - CONTEMPORARY CHINESE LIFE
Section 0908, 3-6 T, Ms. Yu & Mr. Steiner
69 McDonald

COOP CORNER
Intereeted In ■ co-op or Internship for Summed
NMd work experience and don't know how to
g«t«? Plan on attending one ol our rrformBtton
assa-ona to start your lite January 13 2:30 PM]
or 3 30 PM
January 15 0:30 AM or HMO AM
January ?o 9 30 AM <X 10:30 AM
January 22 0 30 AM or 10:30 AM
Settlor* held m Co-op Office. 238 Admin
Btdg. 372-2451.
NEED MARKETING EXPERIENCE? A paH,
part-time position is avaaable Spring a Summer
semesteta on campua. WI work «. a 5 person
promotion and mktg staff Cal 372-2461 tot
loo deecrtpfton or stop by Room 238 Admin
Btdg
Washington agency Soph or Jr computer
sciemce or MIS majors with 2 75 QPA wWng tc
do three work assignments before graduation
Housing la arranged, tranaportatoon * provtrj-l
ed. A special lutton program la aveAatole upon
return to campua Also a summer program n
aveJable for graduate students interviews wi
be on campua Cal 372-2451 or atop by 238
Admin Btdg for more Information

